KAY'S
Practical Embroiderer
SECOND SET

Patent No. 466488. Registered designs Nos. 852925 to 852931

A SET OF ADDITIONAL DESIGNS
to an ingenious method of Embroidery

To be obtained from

R. KAY,
15, Crestway, Newton Drive, Blackpool.

PRICE 3/6 Per Set — POST 3d. Extra.

Made in England. Copyright.
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I am pleased to be able to offer you, as continuation of Kay's Practical Embroiderer these additional floral designs. This Second Set can be used with wool, stranded cotton or silk with great ease and success. If used in conjunction with the First Set or as a separate unit, will make an amazing selection of beautiful designs.

The method of working is exactly as in No. 1, i.e. always have double wool silk or cotton in an ordinary darning or sewing needle, cover the templet with strands on the right side of the work only, taking care to always return the needle on the same side, in order to make a small stitch on the back of the work, and only have the strands on the right side. When the necessary layers are in position, cut, with an ordinary pair of scissors, right through the centre of each stitch, and then lift the templet clear.
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The principal of this work is identical with the method used in a No. 1 Set.

Registered No. 852928

DIAGRAM ONE.

I have had so many requests for a templet that would make raised roses. This three leaf disc if worked as directed will make a perfect rose.

Registered No. 852926

DIAGRAM TWO.

This small templet is ideal for trimming dresses, coats, etc. Two layers of silk, cotton or wool make very successful designs.
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DIAGRAM THREE.

Embroider the Bell in a horizontal position cut, and lift out the templet. By using the leaf for the outer petals, you get a charming daffodil design.

When ordering please mention SECOND SET, otherwise the original will be sent.

Please write your name in BLOCK LETTERS.
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